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MARKO SAUE
2002 - Advertising and Media Art - Tartu Higher Art School 
2010 - MBA Effective Marketing - Estonian Business School 
2010 - Founder of social media marketing agency GOAL 

23 years of experience in the field of advertising, design 
and marketing, last 16 in digital marketing and social 
media 

Multiple advertising-, marketing-, digital-, PR- and design 
award winner 

Carried out hundreds of social media marketing courses 
and workshops and speaker in dozens of major marketing 
events.



GOAL
Digital marketing agency GOAL was founded 
in 2010 and it specializes in social media 
marketing. 

We offer full services: strategy, campaigns, 
desing, content creation, influencers, banners, 
development, photo and video creation 

Channels: Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, 
Linkedin, Youtube, Pinterest 
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SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Strategy / Content Plan

Content Creation

Building fanbase 
Organic Reach and Engagement

Paid solutions - Boost and Banners

Banners - Objectives, Types, Placements

Facebook Pixel / Conversion Optimization

Remarketing / Custom Audiences / Lookalike

Content Crowdsourcing / Repost

Insight / Metrix and Analysis

Takeovers

Influencers

Chatbot







 
B2B marketing 
Social selling 
 Networking 
Headhunting 

Career building 
Personal brand 

Highly accurate 
and also expensive 

for advertising

 
B2C marketing 

Awareness 
Social Proof 
Community 
Performance  

marketing 
Image 

Very accurate  
and powerful 
advertising 

environment

 
Discussions 

News 
Personal brand 
Client service 

Not very accurate 
and prefered 
advertising 

channel

 
B2C marketing for 
visually attractive  

products and  
services - design, 
architecture, food, 

hotels, clothing, 
Influencers 

Very accurate  
and powerful 

- FB ad manager

Used mainly for: 



STRATEGY



SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY
Background - similar companies and best practices 

Problems - main challenges at the moment 

Strengths - competitive advantage what to 
communicate 

Goal - what we want to achieve with social media in 
marketing and communication: Awareness, Image, 
Traff ic, Leads, Members, Conversions, Purchases … 

Target groups - who we should target and talk to in 
order to reach our goals.  

Channels - what channels we should use find the 
target group

Value - Why someone should follow, become a fan, 
what they get from it 

Content - Content types and topics, that offer value 
to the target group and help to achieve the goals. 

Administration - Posting, sharing, material 
gathering etc. 

Follower base  - What specific actions should we 
take to increase follower base and engagement in 
each channel - how to get the right people to follow 
us?  

Boost - what budgets and targeting should be used 
to support achievement of agreed goals



SAMPLE STRATEGY

Objective: 
Target audience: 
Value: 
Impression: 
Language: 
Posts: 
Visual: 
Content: 

awareness, imago 
clients, marketing people 
know-how, trust, inspiration 
market leader, long history, best partner choise 
estonian language 
12 posts per month 
original photos and videos, designed visuals, client reposts 
CEO intro, team intro, clients feedback, service intro, 
products, innovation, seasonal greetings



CONTENT PLAN 
2 pc - team member + advice or product 
2 pc - inspiration for presents (set, gallery, caroussel) 
2 tk - good advice 
1 tk - CEO opinion, advice (personal branding) 
1 tk - client story / feedback 
1 tk - about a service 
1 tk - sharing a blogpost 



Social media marketing stages

Getting the attention 
of the target group 

with right messages: 
content, influencers, 

ads

Getting their contacts: 
Like, follow, email, 

website traffic custom 
audience.

Constant content 
creation - adding 

value through posts 
and banners

Attention LEAD Value CONVERSION Fan

Irrisistable  sales 

offer when trust  
has been earned

additional communication, 
upsale, crosssale, 

asking feedback and 
reviews, community 

bulding





REACH



REACH
Organic reach is the amount of people who see your post for free.  

Paid reach is the amount of people who see the post because you paid for it 
and targeted them. 

Organic reach is usually 5% - 20% of your fans. Smaller pages could have more 
than 50% organic reach. Good content reaches more people organically. 

FB algorithm determines the reach of the post. One part of it is engagement 
(clicks, reactions, comments, shares). More engagement > bigger organic 
reach. Time is also important - Facebook tests the reaction of your audience 
10-30 minutes after posting showing it to small portion of your followers and if 
they don't engage, Facebook will limit the organic reach. If first people who see 
the post react, comment, like, share, then Facebook sees it as important post 
and will increase the organic reach for the post. 

So - it's extremely important to create content that is relevant to target 
audience and that gets engagement.  

You have to consciously create and ask engagement and use “cheerleaders”.



38 000 fans 22 000 fans



BANNERS



FACEBOOK BOOST
Easiest way to promote existing  
content on Facebook.  

1. Click boost post button 
2. Choose Audience 
3. Choose budget and duration 

Done.



FACEBOOK ADS
Campaign setup: 

1. Choose objective 
2. Budget & Schedule 
3. Audience 
4. Placement 

Ad setup: 

1. Select page 
2. Select event 
3. Add texts and image 







CONTENT CREATION





SUGGESTIONS
1. Use attractive visual to stand out 
2. Keep in mind the 20% text rule while boosting 
3. Boost regularly buy only good / important content 
4. Use correct format for ads and posts 
5. Original photo instead of image bank 
6. Quality over quantity - less posts but better  
7. Use videos and subtitles for videos 
8. Use sharing and engagement triggers 
9. Plan posts for longe period in advance 
10. Use content creation platform - www.kontentino.com 



































Q&A
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